
Due to the unique nature of this product, color may vary slightly from batch to batch.  Batches should not be mixed on projects.

 HERITAGE

RUSTICS

Rustics
Rusted metal evolves over time to create a distinctive, warm charm. Steelscape has developed a broad 
color palette of rustic finishes to capture this dynamic natural phenomenon.  From the bright oxidized glow 
of Sedona rust to the duller aged tone of Natural Rust, Steelscape has an authentic rusted finish for both 
commercial and residential applications.

Rustic designs are ideal for both roof and wall applications and accent trim pieces such as gutters, canopies 
and entryways. The broad color palette enables this family to suit any environment from the washed out 
colors of the desert to the dense greens of the Pacific North West.  Rustic prints pair exceptionally well with 
contrasting materials and colors – rustic print roofs complement wood siding and pair well with contrasting 
dark roof colors such as tile or asphalt.

Representation of color may vary due to printing limitations.   
Actual metal samples are available upon request.
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Sedona Rust 
SRI 34   •   XPEBSR01

Burnt Rust 
SRI 36   •   XGRABI01

Baltic Brown 
SRI 29   •   XGRABB01

Rustic prints can be used in a broad range of 
products from standing seam roofing to flat 
metal wall panels. These prints when used in 
conjunction with corrugated roof and wall profile 
designs add additional surface texture and 
authentic rustic flair. Due to the versatility of these 
prints they can be used to inspire homeowners, 
commercial designers, roofers and do-it-
yourselfers alike.

Rust typically comes with the detractors of 
unsightly rust wash off and compromised long-
term performance. The Steelscape Rustic series 
offers none of these detractors and is supported 
by cool reflective energy saving paint technology 
and extensive finish warranties of up to 30 years.

Natural Rust 
SRI 33   •   XNATNR01


